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Revealing drug release and diffusion behavior in
skin interstitial fluid by surface-enhanced Raman
scattering microneedles†

Shang Shi,ab Yunqing Wang,*a Rongchao Mei,a Xizhen Zhao,a Xifang Liuc and
Lingxin Chen *ad

Microneedle (MNs), as a novel dermal drug delivery formulation, have drawn a lot of attention in recent

years. Drug release and diffusion behavior in dermal interstitial fluid (ISF) determines the pharmacokinetics

and effectiveness of MNs, which have not been clearly elucidated until now. Herein, we develop surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-based detection MNs (D-MNs) for the sensitive analysis of model drugs

in ISF. The surface of the D-MNs was deposited with a high density of hotspot-rich core–satellite gold

nanoparticles, which would generate a sensitive SERS signal of a model drug (3,30-diethylthiatricarbocyanine,

DTTC) released by therapeutic MNs (T-MNs). Furthermore, the D-MNs produced an internal-standard signal

for drug signal calibration, increasing the accuracy of detection. Taking advantage of the D-MNs, the release

and diffusion behavior of the drug from T-MNs in the ISF of living mice was systematically studied. It was

found that DTTC diffused without directional preference in ISF up to a distance of 1.5 cm. The intensities at

diffusion sites decreased sharply with increasing distance from the release site (less than 0.3% at 1.5 cm).

These results indicated that drug concentration gradient rather than ISF fluidity was a major driving force for

the diffusion. Moreover, the application of water-soluble MN polymers, hydrophilic model drugs in T-MNs,

as well as a heating or cupping treatment of mouse skin, enhanced drug diffusion in ISF. This work provides

a new tool for in situ and real-time detection of molecules in ISF, which would be beneficial for the

development and evaluation of MN-based therapeutic systems.

Introduction

Microneedles (MNs) are a novel transdermal drug delivery sys-
tem, which typically load therapeutic drugs within an array of
polymeric needles with a length of 10–2000 mm.1 They can
penetrate the stratum corneum and create microporous channels
to release drugs into the dermal interstitial fluid (ISF) without
damaging nerves or capillaries, and have attracted increasing
attention for their painless, easy self-administration, and pro-
minent therapeutic effects.2,3 MNs have become an emerging
technology in cutting-edge biomedical fields, especially in
therapy4–6 and biomarker detection.7–9

Dermal ISF is the first biological reservoir after the puncture
of MNs into the skin.10–12 ISF is a fluid that flows between the

blood and lymphatic vessels through the extracellular matrix of
tissues.13 With swelling or dissolution of the polymer substrate
of MNs, the loaded drugs are released to ISF and undergo both
vertical and lateral diffusion in this fluid.14,15 Vertical diffusion
is driven mainly by the concentration gradient of the drug,
which makes the drug molecules cross the ISF layer, reach the
deeper blood capillary, and transfer to the whole body via blood
circulation. The vertical diffusion rate determines the onset
and duration times of an MN formulation. Simultaneously,
lateral diffusion of the drugs also occurs, which is dominated
not only by concentration gradient-driven molecular diffusion
but also the potential flow property of ISF. Lateral diffusion
influences the spread area of the released drugs in dermal
tissue, which is an indicator for evaluating drug absorption.
The drug release and diffusion processes play a crucial role in
the regulation of MN effectiveness and would be influenced by
various aspects not only from the MNs (such as delivery
polymer or drugs) but also from the ISF (such as flow rate or
osmotic pressure). To date, detailed information has not been
fully understood owing to the lack of ideal analytical methods.

Dermal ISF analysis faces the following difficulties. One is
the accuracy of the sampling or analysis site in the skin of living
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animals. Dermal ISF merely locates at a depth of 0.2–2 mm, and
it is challenging to detect drugs in ISF by applying traditional
analytical protocols to the transdermal drug delivery system.16

For example, the Franz diffusion cell approach17 is an in vitro
method which can only provide drug penetration information
across ex vivo skin. Tape stripping18 is used to obtain the
stratum corneum after exposing the skin to drugs, and then
analyzing the content of substances in the tape. Microdialysis19

enables ISF analysis, relying on passive drug diffusion from ISF
to the buffer solution in an implantable probe, but the protocol
is complicated (requiring an external pump to supply the fluid),
time-consuming, and cannot achieve a real-time readout of
results. Apart from sampling site accuracy, another difficulty is
the low volume of ISF (i.e., the low amount of drug) that can be
extracted for analysis, which requires high sensitivity from analy-
tical techniques. In the context of the successful development of
MN formulations, there is an urgent need to develop analytical
techniques for the in vivo, real-time monitoring of drugs in ISF,
which will be beneficial for (1) gaining fundamental knowledge
about ISF properties, (2) screening new drug delivery materials
and preparation protocols for controlled-released MNs, and (3)
point-of-care monitoring of the safe application of MNs loaded
with narrow therapeutic window concentrations.20–22

Herein, we propose a proof-of-concept method to investigate
drug release and diffusion in ISF by combining site-directed
MN technology and the ultrasensitive surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) method. MN technology has been adapted for
ISF collection23 and biomarker detection24 in ISF, which ensures
the sensing site well matches the drug release depth of MN
formulations. SERS is an ultrasensitive vibrational spectro-
scopy technique showing great potential for in vivo detection.25

A SERS-based MN sensing platform has proved to be a promising
tool for the in situ fast detection of biological species in ISF
such as glucose,26 H+,27 and bacterial metabolites,28 which was
improved for drug diffusion monitoring in this work. The
experimental design is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Two types of
MN, i.e., a therapeutic MN (T-MN) and a SERS detection MN
(D-MN) were involved in the experiment. The T-MN was
made of hyaluronic acid as the drug-loading material and

3,30-diethylthiatricarbocyanine (DTTC) as the model drug.
Because the two MNs have the same length, DTTC drug molecules
from T-MN diffused to ISF could be adsorbed by the D-MN at a
given distance away and the SERS signal can be detected in situ.

Results and discussion
Preparation and characterization of T-MN and D-MN

Therapeutic microneedles (T-MNs) were synthesized with hya-
luronic acid (HA) polymer, which is a glycosaminoglycan that is
an intrinsic component of connective tissue and dermis.29 Its
excellent solubility and biocompatibility make it an ideal carrier
for the delivery of rapid-release drugs.30,31 DTTC was selected as a
model drug. It is a photosensitizer for photodynamic treatment32

with an excellent SERS signal, giving it a satisfactory detection
limit for detection. T-MNs were prepared in a PDMS mold and
neatly arranged in a 10� 10 array (Fig. 2a). A blue color indicated
DTTC was successfully loaded into the MNs. An SEM image
showed that the tips were uniform and the height was around
800 mm (Fig. 2b). They demonstrated excellent mechanical strength
that could penetrate the skin of a living mouse (Fig. S1a, ESI†). H&E
results showed that the puncture depth is about 200 mm, which is
sufficient to deliver the drug into the ISF (Fig. S1b, ESI†). 10 min
after the removal of the T-MNs, the microholes in the skin
disappeared, suggesting the biosafety of the MNs (Fig. S2a, ESI†).

Detection microneedles (D-MNs) were prepared with poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA) polymer, which had high
mechanical strength for skin penetration and high light trans-
mission for SERS signal collection. Core–satellite gold nano-
particles (AuNPs) were deposited on the PMMA tips to achieve
SERS sensing capability via three steps: (1) spherical core
AuNPs were synthesized and adsorbed on PMMA MNs by using
polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP) copolymer as
‘‘glue’’; (2) 4-mercapto benzonitrile (4-MBN) Raman reporter was
bonded to core AuNPs through Au–S bonds, producing an internal
standard (IS) signal; (3) satellite AuNPs were grown in situ on each
core, forming core–satellite AuNPs on PMMA MNs. The rough
surfaces of the resultant NPs are rich in hotspots, endowing them
with high adsorption capacity and strong SERS detection ability.
Moreover, the embedded alkynyl-containing 4-MBN between the
core and satellite AuNPs generates distinguishable SERS signals in
the ‘‘Raman silent’’ region as an IS, which can greatly eliminate
detection errors.

The D-MNs showed neatly arranged 3 � 3 arrays of tips on a
0.5� 0.5 cm array that were approximately 800 mm and conical in
shape (Fig. 2c), and also showed ideal mechanical strength for
skin penetration (Fig. S1c and S2b, ESI†). H&E results showed a
puncture depth of 200 mm, which is consistent with the T-MNs
(Fig. S1d, ESI†). In addition, SEM images showed that core–
satellite NPs were uniformly distributed on the MN surface with a
size of about 70 nm and a density of about 114 NPs per mm2

(Fig. 2d). The SERS signal detection performance was investigated
with DTTC-loaded gel serving as an in vitro simulant of ISF
(Fig. 2e and Fig. S4, ESI†). The 2220 cm�1 peak of blank
D-MNs (IS signal) was located in the ‘‘Raman silent’’ region,

Fig. 1 Scheme of the study of drug release and diffusion behavior of a
therapeutic microneedle (T-MN) via a SERS detection microneedle (D-MN)
in dermal interstitial fluid (ISF).
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which could clearly be distinguished from the characteristic peak
of DTTC at 496 cm�1. The D-MNs demonstrated satisfactory
sensitivity towards DTTC, which could be detected at a concen-
tration as low as 10�8 M. Without IS calibration, the RSD of DTTC
intensities (I496) was 32%. By contrast, after introducing the IS
signal, the RSD of the intensity ratios (I496/I2220) was significantly
reduced to 9.68% (Fig. S3, ESI†). The calibration effect guaran-
teed accuracy and reproducibility for analyte detection. The curve
of DTTC concentration and I496/I2220 ratio was fitted for quanti-
tative analysis (Fig. S4, ESI†). In addition, the loss of AuNPs from
the D-MNs after skin puncture was evaluated via ICP-MS detec-
tion. The amount of gold element was only reduced by 5.6% per
MN from 3.92 mg to 3.70 mg (Fig. S5, ESI†). The few lost AuNPs
may not affect the biosafety of the MNs.

Drug release and diffusion behavior in ISF

ISF is a novel target for dermal drug administration, and drug
diffusion behavior in ISF has not been clarified until now.
Taking advantage of T-MNs and D-MNs, this issue was explored
for the first time. As indicated in Fig. 3a, T-MNs were stuck into
the skin of a living mouse for 10 min, which ensured the tips
detached from the MNs with the dissolution of HA polymer in
ISF for continuous DTTC release. Subsequently, the T-MNs
were removed, followed by the sticking of D-MNs into both
the release site (T-MN site) and diffusion sites with specific
directions and distances from the release site. After 10 min
incubation, the D-MNs were removed for SERS signal detection.

The lateral diffusion of DTTC was investigated first. The
experimental design is shown in Fig. 3b and c. After removing
the T-MNs, five D-MNs were quickly inserted into the skin. One
was located at the release site (marked ‘‘0’’) and the other four were

located around the ‘‘0’’ site (marked ‘‘a’’ to ‘‘d’’) at equal distances
of 0.5 cm. After 10 min incubation, the characteristic peak of DTTC
at 496 cm�1 was detected from all sites. The normalized DTTC
intensity (I496/I2200) of the ‘‘0’’ site was 26.7, which was much
higher than those of the diffusion sites, ranging from 0.62 to 1.14.
These results implied that only 0.014 mM to 0.059 mM DTTC could
be detected at the diffusion sites (according to the quantitative
curve in Fig. S4, ESI†), and a majority of DTTC molecules were still
at the release site after 10 min without fast lateral diffusion. Also,
the diffusion was not in specific orientations, as indicated by the
small ratio differences among the MNs in the four directions.
Furthermore, diffusion distance was explored in a separate experi-
ment by simultaneously placing four D-MNs along one direction
with a gap of 0.5 cm (Fig. 3e). The results showed that DTTC can be
detected as far as 1.5 cm, and the normalized SERS intensities
decrease with the increase in distance, which were 2.57%, 1.07%,
and 0.27% of that at ‘‘0’’ site intensity at distances of 0.5 cm, 1
cm, and 1.5 cm, respectively (Fig. 3d and e). Generally, drugs
move through blood vessels, so the concentration of the drug in
blood measured according to the change in location should not
show a significant change. Our results indicated that this was not
the case in ISF, where drugs were mostly adsorbed locally and
lateral diffusion was slow. The main reason is that, although ISF
is rich in water and soluble molecules, it is in a gel state and
cannot flow as freely as blood. The drug diffusion is driven by
concentration gradients and the weak fluidity of ISF. The diffu-
sion of various solutes in ISF is hindered by the gel. Therefore,
the Raman peaks at the injection site were much more intense
than those from the diffusion sites centimeters away.

Then the concentration evolution of DTTC in ISF at two sites
(0 and 0.5 cm) was studied. After the administration of T-MNs,

Fig. 2 Characterization of T-MNs and D-MNs. (a) Image of DTTC-loaded T-MNs with a 10 � 10 array. (b) SEM images of the T-MNs. (c) SEM image of the
tip of a D-MN. The inset shows a photograph of a D-MN (scale bar: 0.25 cm). (d) High magnification SEM image of the D-MN tip, showing the high density
of core–satellite AuNPs. (e) SERS spectra of DTTC detected by D-MNs incubated in agarose gel loaded with different concentrations of DTTC. The peak
of DTTC at 496 cm�1 can be distinguished from the IS peak of D-MNs (2220 cm�1).
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SERS intensities at the two sites were monitored at 0, 1, 4, 10,
and 24 h by using fresh D-MNs at each time point. The results
showed that there was a similar concentration evolution trend
between the two sites. The value of I496/I2200 increased from 0 to
4 h and then decreased from 4 to 24 h (Fig. 3f, g and Fig. S6a,
ESI†). The signal increase within 4 h could probably be attributed
to the continuous release of DTTC from the high concentration
of HA-DTTC mixture trapped in microholes. After this release

process, the concentration sharply decreased at 10 h and was
almost undetectable at both sites, mainly owing to the loss of
DTTC from ISF to deeper tissues through vertical diffusion.
Confocal fluorescence microscopy images captured from skin
tissues at the drug release sites (after 4 h) verified this process
(Fig. S6b, ESI†). Red fluorescence of DTTC could be observed
diffusing from MN-induced microholes to the fat layer at 700 mm
depth below the capillaries.

Fig. 3 (a) Flow chart of the investigation of diffusion behavior of DTTC in ISF via T-MNs and D-MNs. (b) SERS spectra of DTTC detected by D-MNs at the
drug release site (0) and four diffusion sites (a to d). The inset shows enlarged DTTC spectra at 496 cm�1 at the four diffusion sites. (c) Histogram of SERS
intensity ratio I496/I2220 (n = 6). The inset shows the distribution of D-MNs on the mouse skin. (d) SERS spectra of DTTC detected by D-MNs at the drug
release site (0 cm) and three diffusion sites (0.5 cm, 1 cm, 1.5 cm) in a line. The inset shows enlarged DTTC spectra at 496 cm�1 at the three diffusion sites.
(e) Histogram of the SERS intensity ratio I496/I2220 for different diffusion distances (n = 6). The inset shows the distribution of D-MNs on the mouse skin. (f)
SERS spectra of DTTC at 0.5 cm site at different times. (g) Evolution of the SERS intensity ratio I496/I2220 at the release and diffusion sites (n = 6).
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The above results demonstrated that: (1) DTTC diffused
uniformly without direction preference in ISF, (2) the concen-
tration was distance- and time-dependent, and (3) an over-
whelming majority of DTTC was absorbed in situ at the
release site, hinting that ISF was in a gel rather than a fluid
state with fast flow speed.33 The diffusive movement of mole-
cules occurred within the gel and the major driving force was
the concentration gradient.

Influencing factors for drug release and diffusion in ISF

Four factors potentially affecting drug release and diffusion in
ISF were investigated, covering not only the features of MNs but
also the skin condition of the mice. The solubility of carrier
polymer plays an important role in regulating release rate from
MNs, thus sodium alginate (SA)-based T-MNs were prepared for
comparison with the above-mentioned HA-MNs (Fig. S7, ESI†). SA
is a popular biocompatible natural polysaccharide for MN pro-
duction. In the presence of Ca2+, it cooperatively interacts with
blocks of a-L-guluronic acid monomers to form ionic bridges
and thus induce gelation of SA.34 Unlike HA, SA polymer swells
instead of dissolving in ISF and shows a sustainable rather
than immediate drug release feature.35 Our results verified the
difference between the two polymers by the dramatic differ-
ence in the I496/I2200 value (23.4 vs. 2.99) for HA and SA MNs
(Fig. 4c). For HA MNs, the SERS intensity reached a maximum
at 4 h, rapidly decreased during 4 to 24 h, and then the signal
disappeared at 48 h. In contrast, SA MNs demonstrated a
lagged profile. The I496/I2200 value increased slowly and
reached a maximum at 10 h. Moreover, the signal of SA MNs
was more durable (Fig. 4b), being twice as long as that of HA
MNs (96 h vs. 48 h).

The amphiphilicity of drugs affects the penetration and
distribution in the skin and needs to be considered during
MN design. Water-soluble crystal violet (CV)-loaded HA MNs
were prepared to compare with lipophilic DTTC-loaded MNs
(Fig. 4d). The results showed that the characteristic peak of CV
(1610 cm�1) could be detected in ISF (Fig. 4e). Unlike the
‘‘up-down’’ evolution curve of DTTC, the intensity of CV con-
tinuously decreased with an elapse of time. Additionally, the
signal of CV completely disappears at 24 h (Fig. 4f), which was
earlier than that of DTTC (48 h). These results indicated that
CV diffused faster than DTTC in ISF. The reason might be
that the majority of the components in ISF are hydrophilic
HA,36 resulting in faster diffusion or capillary absorption
of hydrophilic CV rather than pre-accumulating in the ISF
like a reservoir based on the principles of similarity and
compatibility.

Clinically, skin heating is used to promote drug absorption
by the skin and to increase the bioavailability of transdermal
patches.37 These heat-enhanced patches have been successfully
applied to the dermal delivery of corticosteroids38 and local
anesthetics.39 The effect of skin temperature on drug diffusion
in ISF was investigated for the first time. After the removal
of DTTC-loaded T-MNs, the mice were kept under room tem-
perature conditions or heating lamp irradiation conditions,
making the skin temperatures 26.5 1C and 40 1C, respectively

(Fig. S8, ESI†). SERS detection was performed at the release
site (0 site) at 0, 2 and 4 h (Fig. 4g). The results showed that
the initial drug release measured at 0 h was nearly uniform,
and the measured I496/I2200 values continued to increase from
0 to 4 h at 26.5 1C, and increased from 0 to 2 h and decreased
from 2 to 4 h at 40 1C (Fig. 4h and i). On the one hand,
increased temperature causes a shift from the gel state to the
flow state of the ISF, which accelerates the diffusion of
molecules in the ISF. On the other hand, capillary diastole,
blood flow, and osmotic pressure increase.40 These factors
may force DTTC to permeate from the interstitium into the
vasculature, resulting in a difference in the signal at room
temperature.

Cupping, as a traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) treatment,41

is more commonly used in TCM clinics. Cupping can change
the tissue morphology of local skin, which is manifested by an
obvious thickening of the skin epidermis, loose cell arrange-
ment, expansion of blood vessels, and aggregation of blood
cells in the dermis. These factors may affect absorption and
diffusion after MN administration. Recently, a painless and
effective method of delivering DNA was developed by combin-
ing MN technology with skin aspiration treatment similar to
traditional cupping.42 Based on this, we designed an experi-
ment to study the effect of skin suction on drug diffusion
behavior in ISF. After DTTC release from T-MNs, the mouse
skin was repeatedly aspirated 5 times, lasting for 3–5 seconds
each time, and negative pressure was applied (Fig. S9, ESI†).
SERS intensities were detected before and after aspiration at
the ‘‘0’’ site and 0.5 cm diffusion site (Fig. 4j). The results
showed that the signal value of I496/I2200 at the ‘‘0’’ site
decreased from 16.57 to 11.85 (i.e., DTTC concentration from
69 mM to 17 mM) after aspiration, while the signal value of I496/
I2200 at the diffusion site increased from 1.48 to 3.16 (i.e., DTTC
concentration from 0.091 mM to 0.38 mM) (Fig. 4k, i, and Fig. S4,
ESI†). This may be because aspiration treatment enlarges the
skin pores, promotes the dilatation of subcutaneous capillaries,
and enhances ISF mobility. In addition, aspiration leads to a
pressure difference between the inside and outside of the skin,
and DTTC within the ISF is squeezed and diffused under the
pressure effect.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have proposed a proof-of-concept method
to investigate drug release and diffusion in ISF by combining
site-directed MN technology and the ultrasensitive surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) method. It was found that
DTTC was absorbed mostly at the site of drug release, a little
diffused uniformly and without specific orientations in the ISF,
and the concentration was time–distance dependent and could
diffuse up to 1.5 cm. The use of water-soluble polymers and
drugs in MN formulation, as well as the heating and suction of
skin, promote the release and diffusion behavior of the drug in
the ISF. These findings lay the foundation for screening carrier
materials and clinical treatment methods for MN formulations
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to achieve the advantages of controlled drug release. In this
work, DTTC and CV were selected as model drugs due to their
intrinsic strong SERS signals. In the future, the analytes can be

extended to a variety of SERS-inactive drugs by the development
of more sensitive SERS MNs (such as silver NP-based MNs) or
indirect SERS sensing mechanisms.43,44

Fig. 4 Investigating the effects of different factors on the release and diffusion behavior of drugs in ISF. (a) Scheme of T-MNs prepared by using HA and
SA as drug carrier materials. (b) SERS spectra of DTTC at the ‘‘0’’ site at different times using SA MNs. (c) Evolution of the SERS intensity ratio (I496/I2220) of
HA and SA MNs (n = 6). (d) Scheme of T-MN loading with DTTC and CV with different amphiphilicities. (e) SERS spectra of CV at the ‘‘0’’ site at different
times. (f) Evolution of the SERS intensity ratio (I496/I2220) of DTTC and CV loaded MNs (n = 6). (g) Schematic diagram of the skin state at normal (26.5 1C)
and heated temperature (40 1C). (h) SERS spectra of DTTC at the release site at different times at a heated temperature (40 1C). (i) Histogram of the SERS
intensity ratio (I496/I2220) of DTTC from the two temperature conditions at different times (n = 6). (j) Schematic diagram of suction on the drug release site.
The green circle indicates normal skin and the red circle indicates skin subjected to suction and negative pressure vacuum for 3–5 seconds each time and
repeated three times. (k) SERS spectra of DTTC in the drug release region before and after suction. (l) Histogram comparing the SERS intensity ratio I496/
I2220 in the drug release site before and after suction.
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Materials and methods
Materials

Poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P4VP, 41 kg mol�1 PS con-
tent and 20 kg mol�1 P4VP content) was synthesized by Xian
Ruixi Biological Technology Co., Ltd. 4-Mercaptobenzonitrile
(4-MBN) was purchased from Bide Pharmatech Co., Ltd. Chlor-
oauric acid (HAuCl4), polyvinylpyrrolidone-k30 (PVP-K30), sodium
citrate, tetrahydrofuran (THF), crystal violet (CV), silver nitrate
(AgNO3) and L-ascorbic acid (AA) were obtained from Sinopharm
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. 3,30-Diethylthiatricarbocyanine (DTTC),
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and sodium alginate
(SA, low viscosity) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Hyaluronic
acid (HA, 150–250 K) was purchased from Shanghai Yuanye
Biological Technology Co., Ltd. Poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
MNs and poly-(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) molds were obtained
from Taizhou Microchip Pharmaceutical Technology Co., Ltd.
Deionized water was used in all the experiments.

Characterization

SERS spectra of MNs were obtained using a DXR Raman
microscope (Thermo Scientific, USA) with a 780 nm laser and
a 20� objective. The detection laser power was 20 mW and the
exposure time was 1 s. SEM images were obtained on an S-4800
field emission scanning electron microscope (Hitachi, Japan).
The CLSM image is from a Leica Sp8 confocal microscope
(Leica, Germany).

Animals

All experiments were performed in accordance with the Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes
of Health. The experimental plan was approved by the Animal
Care and Use Committee of the Binzhou Medical College, Yantai,
China (Approval Number: 2022-408). KM female mice of a weight
of about 25 g were used in all experiments. The mice were kept
stable for 7 days under standard rearing conditions (light/dark
cycle for 12 h, temperature 22 1C) before all experiments.

Preparation of therapeutic microneedles (T-MN)

DTTC solid dispersions were prepared first. Briefly, DTTC
(0.0054 g) and PVP-k30 (0.043 g) were mixed and dissolved with
a sufficient amount of anhydrous ethanol, followed by rotary
evaporation at 40 1C and dried under vacuum at 50 1C for 12 h.
The solid dispersions were obtained by crushing and passing
through a 100-mesh sieve. Then, 0.01 g of DTTC solid disper-
sion and 0.04 g of HA were dissolved in 1 mL of deionized water
at 45 1C. Subsequently, this filled a PDMS mold (10 � 10 array,
800 mm height) with 100 mL of HA-DTTC solution and the mold
was kept under vacuum for 10 min, followed by drying at 45 1C
for 4 h. Finally, T-MNs were obtained by careful separation
from the PDMS mold.

Preparation of SERS detection microneedles (D-MNs)

SERS D-MNs were prepared according to our previous work.28

First, 100 mL of 0.01% HAuCl4 was added to a round-bottom
flask and boiled under stirring reflux. Then 1 mL of 1% sodium

citrate was added and boiled for 30 min to prepare nearly
40 nm of spherical AuNPs. After cooling to room temperature,
the pH was adjusted to 4.74. Then the PMMA MNs were rinsed
with ethanol and deionized water, and immersed in 200 mL of
PS-b-P4VP (0.2 mg mL�1) solution for 5 min, followed by rinsing
with deionized water. Subsequently, the PMMA MNs were
immersed in 200 mL of AuNP solution for 24 h. After rinsing
with a sufficient amount of deionized water, the PMMA MNs
were further immersed in 200 mL of 4-MBN (10�4 M) solution
overnight. Finally, D-MNs were obtained by immersing the
above PMMA MNs in Au+ growth solution composed of AgNO3

(114 mL, 0.01 M), CTAB (3 mL, 0.2 M), HAuCl4 (192 mL, 40 mM),
DI water (5.5 mL), AA (480 mL, 0.1 M) for 30 min.

Investigating the diffusion behavior of DTTC in ISF

Lateral diffusion of DTTC was investigated first. For investiga-
tion of diffusion direction, T-MNs were pressed onto the skin of
the mice for 10 min to release DTTC in ISF. One D-MN was
located at the release site (marked by ‘‘0’’) and four D-MNs were
located around the ‘‘0’’ site (marked by ‘‘a’’ to ‘‘d’’) with an
equal distance of 0.5 cm. After the D-MNs had been inserted
into these five sites for 10 min, they were removed from the
mouse skin and the SERS signal at the tip was measured. For
diffusion distance investigation, detection sites were set at
0.5 cm intervals upward, starting at the upper border of the
drug release site. Then, vertical diffusion of DTTC in ISF was
studied. After T-MNs were inserted into the dorsal skin of the
mice for 10 min, SERS intensities at the ‘‘0’’ site and 0.5 cm
diffusion sites were dynamically monitored at 0, 1, 4, 10, and
24 h using fresh D-MNs at each time point. During SERS
measurement, the D-MNs were lengthwise oriented on a glass
slide and the sharpest region of a tip was selected for laser spot
focusing and SERS detection. The signals from the 6 tips of the
MNs were recorded from the two outer sides with laser power
20 mW and exposure time 1 s. The average intensity ratio of
drug and IS was calculated to indicate the drug concentration
in the detection area.

Investigating the effects of different factors on drug release and
diffusion behavior in ISF

To investigate different drug carrier materials, DTTC-loaded SA
T-MNs (ESI†) and HA T-MNs were first inserted into the mouse
skin for 10 min to release the drug. Then, T-MNs were used to
detect the SERS signal at the DTTC release sites after 0, 2, 4, 10,
24, 48, 72, and 96 h. To investigate different drug models,
CV-loaded T-MNs (see detailed preparation procedure in ESI†)
and DTTC-loaded T-MNs were inserted into the mouse skin for
10 min to release the drug. Subsequently, the SERS signals of
DTTC at the release sites after 0, 2, 4, 10, and 24 h were
monitored by D-MNs. To investigate the effect of skin tempera-
ture, DTTC-loaded T-MNs were inserted into the mouse skin for
10 min. Then, the skin surface temperature of the drug release
site was increased to 40 1C by a heat lamp. The temperature was
recorded by an NIR infrared thermal imager. The SERS signals of
DTTC at the release sites after 0, 2, and 4 h were detected by
D-MNs. To investigate the effect of suction, after DTTC was
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released into the ISF, D-MNs were inserted at the release site
(0 cm) and diffusion site (0.5 cm) for SERS detection before and
after suction. For all the SERS detections, D-MNs were inserted into
the drug release site for 10 min and then removed for detection.
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